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String Quartet in G minor, Opus 1 No.5 

Joseph Bologne, Chevalier de St.-Georges (1745-1799) 

 

 The Black Mozart. Thus was Joseph Bologne dubbed by early music historians. But that 

does injustice to this swashbuckling character, who was one of the most colorful and versatile 

figures of the high Classic era. 

 

 He was born in the Caribbean island of Guadeloupe to a white planter and his African 

slave Nanon. The father took Nanon and their son with him to France in 1747 for two years, to 

avoid false charges of murder in Guadeloupe. After the elder St.-Georges obtained a royal 

pardon, the three returned to Guadeloupe for a couple of years, but moved permanently to France 

in 1753.  

 

 The boy demonstrated unusual athletic talent. He took up fencing at age 13, and rapidly 

developed formidable skills that earned him a position as a member of the King’s guard in 1764, 

at age 19. That appointment also carried the title of Chevalier. His personality, legendary 

swordsmanship, and exotic good looks made him popular with the Parisian nobility, and many 

contemporary reports refer to his success with the ladies. 

 

 Little information survives about St.-Georges’s early musical training, but some 

dedications to him of works by the composer François-Joseph Gossec and the Italian violinist 

and composer Antonio Lolli indicate he likely studied with both of them. We do know that he 

joined Gossec’s orchestra in 1769 and was soon promoted to be its concertmaster. He began 

performing as a soloist in the 1770s, including performances of his own concerti. Those works 

attest to his superior technique, and to the advantage he found in the newly-developed Tourte 

bow. By the mid-1770s, St.-Georges was directing the Concert des Amateurs, which was soon 

acknowledged to be one of Europe’s finest orchestras. 

 

 For much of the last 25 years of his life, St.-Georges earned a living as a musician, both 

performing and composing. His two sets of string quartets were some of the first to be published 

in Paris. From 1776 on, he focused more on composing operas, enjoying the patronage of Mme 

de Montesson and the Duke of Orléans. St-Georges was a founder of the Concert de la Loge 

Olympique. He was directing that orchestra when it commissioned Haydn’s ‘Paris’ Symphonies.  

 

 This afternoon’s program opens with one of his first six quartets. The set was published 

as his Opus 1 in 1773, with a dedication to Anne-Marie-Alexandre Montmorency, the Prince de 

Robecq, a general in the King’s armies in Flanders. The quartets are modest in scope, limited to 

two movements. The opening Allegro is a well-organized sonata form. First violin dominates, 



but the second violin often parallels it in thirds, and there is the occasional exchange or echo of a 

melodic flourish. St.-Georges also introduces a couple of bars of unison for all four players. 

  

 His second movement is a courtly Rondeau, in the French fashion. Many of Mozart’s 

minuets are similarly labeled Rondeau. In the mid-18th century, this was not the same as what 

we recognize as a rondo, but rather a simple refrain structure, frequently adopted for dance 

movements. St.-Georges incorporates a contrasting middle section in major mode, which 

cleverly adapts the theme from the first segment; this monothematic technique is one that Haydn 

also used. We can imagine the rococo salons in which St.-Georges would have played this 

quartet for his aristocratic audience. The string writing is mellifluous and pleasant throughout.  

 

Piano Quintet in D minor (1912)  
Frank Bridge (1879-1941) 
 
 Frank Bridge has earned his place in music history largely on the credential of having 

been Benjamin Britten’s composition teacher. Britten paid him homage in several ways, 

including writing a set of Variations for String Orchestra on a Theme of Frank Bridge, Op. 10 

(1937). While the importance of Bridge's tutelage should not be undervalued, we do him a 

disservice if we limit our consideration of him to that role.  He was an excellent composer in his 

own right.   

 

 England was blessed with a bumper crop of gifted composers in the late 19th century, 

after centuries of comparative musical drought.  Bridge's music has taken a back seat to the 

works of his more famous contemporaries Elgar,  Delius, Vaughan Williams, and Holst. Even his 

lesser known compatriots such as  John Ireland and Arnold Bax may be marginally more familiar 

jto music-lovers. Yet Benjamin Britten, at age 10, later recalled being “knocked sideways” by 

The Sea when he heard a 1924 performance in Norwich. He responded especially strongly to the 

“Moonlight” movement. The event was seminal in young Britten’s decision to become a 

composer, and to seek instruction from Bridge. He did well in his choice, for Bridge was one of 

England’s most distinguished musicians.   

 

 An accomplished violist who played in both the Joachim and English Quartets, Frank 

Bridge was also an outstanding and highly respected conductor.  He studied with Sir Charles 

Villiers Stanford for four years at London's Royal College of Music, and Stanford must be 

counted as one of the greatest influences on the development of Bridge's style.  The other was 

Johannes Brahms, whose rich late romantic style had an impact on almost every composer of 

Bridge's generation.  The result, in Bridge's compositions is music of a decidedly romantic cast, 

with a surprising dash of French seasoning.  Anthony Payne has written: 

 

From the outset of his career Bridge had possessed an exceptionally fluent and 

logically ordered technique which stemmed from 19th-century German methods 

and was tempered by a Gallic clarity and lightness. 

 
 Bridge composed the initial version of his Piano Quintet between December 1904 and 
April 1905. It consisted of four sprawling movements totaling more than 32 minutes in 
performance. Bridge was the violist in a private performance at the Royal College of Music in 



May 1907; two weeks later, he was in the audience for the first public performance.  
 
 He was not happy with what he heard, and withdrew the Quintet shortly after the 
premiere.  Five years later, he dusted off the manuscript and set about revising the work. In the 
interim, he had composed a string quartet, a Phantasy Quartet for piano and string trio, and the 
orchestral suite The Sea (the piece that so impressed young Benjamin Britten some years later), 
These works had given Bridge experience, confidence, and a better sense of musical structure.  
 
 The principal change he wrought was to fuse the second and third movements into a 
single  slow movement with a scherzo interpolated in its middle section. He also trimmed the 
outer movements without compromising their expansiveness. (The quintet still takes a hefty 28 
minutes in performance.) Bridge tightened the quintet’s overall musical argument by 
incorporating allusions to the first movement’s principal theme in both the middle movement 
scherzo and in the finale.  
 
 A brief Adagio introduction for strings opens the quintet. As soon as the piano enters 
with a low rumble, the tempo begins to accelerate. Bridge understood string technique from 
personal experience as a player. His writing for the strings is muscular and secure, but the piano 
part in this quintet is enormous, with swirling arpeggiated figures that meander all over the 
keyboard. The second theme, introduced by solo piano in both the exposition and the 
recapitulation, is delicious: romantic and ravishing in its warmth. Bridge develops his ideas with 
imagination and power, returning to his Adagio introduction to conclude the movement. 
   
 His second movement is inspired: a heavenly string chorale in B major to open, then a 
sublime exploration of harmonies that wander at the edges of chromaticism, but never 
relinquish their tug on our heartstrings. This is music that causes you to hold your breath for 
fear of disturbing its serenity. Bridge interrupts this reverie with a sparkling Allegro con brio – 
the vestige of his original scherzo – that provides contrast and demands electric precision from 
all five players. The return to the Adagio is an invitation to exhale. Bridge’s genius is that he 
sustains the tension, building to a splendid climax sustained within the relaxed tempo.  
 
 The finale grabs you immediately with bold, brash gestures and, again, a huge piano 
part. String themes dominate, sometimes as unison declarations, elsewhere as solos or duets. 
Bridge’s textures are sometimes quasi-symphonic, straining the confines of sound possible with 
a piano quintet. Yet he tempers the denser passages with glorious lyrical writing. While a 
French accent permeates much of this music, Bridge ultimately has a wonderfully English voice 
and a thrilling sense of drama.  


